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Abstract
Reductions between problems, the mainstay of theoretical computer science, efficiently map an
instance of one problem to an instance of another in such a way that solving the latter allows
solving the former.1 The subject of this work is “lossy” reductions, where the reduction loses some
information about the input instance. We show that such reductions, when they exist, have interesting
and powerful consequences for lifting hardness into “useful” hardness, namely cryptography.
Our first, conceptual, contribution is a definition of lossy reductions in the language of mutual
information. Roughly speaking, our definition says that a reduction C is t-lossy if, for any distribution
X over its inputs, the mutual information I(X;C(X)) ≤ t. Our treatment generalizes a variety of
seemingly related but distinct notions such as worst-case to average-case reductions, randomized
encodings (Ishai and Kushilevitz, FOCS 2000), homomorphic computations (Gentry, STOC 2009),
and instance compression (Harnik and Naor, FOCS 2006).
We then proceed to show several consequences of lossy reductions:
1. We say that a language L has an f -reduction to a language L′ for a Boolean function f if there is
a (randomized) polynomial-time algorithm C that takes an m-tuple of strings X = (x1, . . . , xm),
with each xi ∈ {0, 1}n, and outputs a string z such that with high probability,
L′(z) = f(L(x1), L(x2), . . . , L(xm))
Suppose a language L has an f -reduction C to L′ that is t-lossy. Our first result is that one-way
functions exist if L is worst-case hard and one of the following conditions holds:
f is the OR function, t ≤ m/100, and L′ is the same as L
f is the Majority function, and t ≤ m/100
f is the OR function, t ≤ O(m logn), and the reduction has no error
This improves on the implications that follow from combining (Drucker, FOCS 2012) with
(Ostrovsky and Wigderson, ISTCS 1993) that result in auxiliary-input one-way functions.
2. Our second result is about the stronger notion of t-compressing f -reductions – reductions that only
output t bits. We show that if there is an average-case hard language L that has a t-compressing
Majority reduction to some language for t = m/100, then there exist collision-resistant hash
functions.
This improves on the result of (Harnik and Naor, STOC 2006), whose starting point is a
cryptographic primitive (namely, one-way functions) rather than average-case hardness, and
whose assumption is a compressing OR-reduction of SAT (which is now known to be false unless
the polynomial hierarchy collapses).
1 Such reductions are called many-one or Karp reductions. To be sure, there are more general types of
reductions, such as oracle reductions (or Cook reductions), which we do not deal with in this paper.
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Along the way, we define a non-standard one-sided notion of average-case hardness, which is the
notion of hardness used in the second result above, that may be of independent interest.
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1 Introduction
Consider a polynomial-time reduction R from a language L to another L′.2 That is, R takes
as input x ∈ {0, 1}n for any n and produces an output y ∈ {0, 1}m(n) for some polynomial m
such that x ∈ L if and only if y ∈ L′. Such a reduction relates the computational complexities
of L and L′; its existence says that the complexity of L is at most the complexity of L′, upto
some additional polynomial running time. In general, the reduction says little more than
this. If the reduction has certain additional properties, however, it tells us more about the
complexity of L and starts becoming more useful. This work is about an important such
class of reductions, namely lossy reductions that forget information about the input instance.
Losing Information through Compression. One way to lose information about the input
instance is by compressing it. Continuing the discussion above, if m(n) = O(logn), the
reduction enables L to be decided in non-uniform polynomial-time. More generally, L can
be decided on n-bit inputs by a circuit of size roughly 2m(n). Such instance compressing
2 Much of our discussion also applies to promise problems and search problems.
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reductions, those that have m(n)  n, have been an important part of the study of
fixed parameter tractable algorithms, where they are called kernelizations (see [11] and
the references therein). A classical example is the vertex cover problem on n-node graphs
parameterized by the size of the cover k, where there is a poly(n)-time algorithm that takes
the graph as input and outputs a smaller graph of size poly(k) which has a cover of size k if
and only if the original graph does.
Harnik and Naor [18] showed a variety of cryptographic applications of such compressing
reductions. For example, assuming that the Boolean Satisfiability problem (SAT) has good
enough instance compression, they showed how to construct a collision-resistant hash function
starting from any one-way function, a task known to be impossible to do in a black-box
manner [28]. Furthermore, if this compression has some additional properties, they also
show how to get public-key encryption schemes and oblivious transfer protocols from one-
way functions. However, Fortnow and Santhanam [14] and later Drucker [12] showed that,
unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, such instance compression algorithms for SAT
cannot exist.
This Work: Losing Information without Compression. Compression is one way to lose
information, but not the only one. In this paper, we study cryptographic implications of
lossy reductions – randomized algorithms that forget information about the input instance
but not necessarily by compressing them. Such reductions are abundant in the study of
average-case complexity and cryptography.
An example is a reduction R(x) that outputs a sample from a distribution that is (almost)
completely determined by whether x is contained in L (and, as before, R(x) ∈ L′ if and
only if x ∈ L). Such a reduction loses all information about x other than its membership
in L. Thus, it relates the complexity of deciding L in the worst-case to the complexity of
deciding L′ on average over a specific distribution3. In other words, a reduction that loses all
information about its input except membership in L is a worst-case to average-case reduction
from L to L′.
From a different vantage point, such reductions are equivalent to randomized encodings [19],
a powerful and versatile notion in cryptography (see the survey by Applebaum [1] and
the references therein). In particular, randomized encodings have been used to delegate
computations [3], for secure computation [31, 7, 20], for parallel cryptography [2], for key-
dependent message security and much more.
Given this relevance to cryptography of reductions that lose all information except
membership, both as average-case reductions and as randomized encodings, we ask whether
anything similar can be said of reductions that are almost this way. That is, are reductions
that lose almost all other information except membership useful for cryptography?
Lossy Reductions and Cryptography. Our first contribution is a definition of such lossy
reductions through the lens of mutual information. For a function t : N→ R+, we say that a
reduction C from a language L to a language L′ is t-lossy if for any random variable X over
bit-strings of length n (capturing an input distribution), the mutual information I(X;C(X))
is at most t(n). Note that this definition does not fix an input distribution, rather quantifies
over all of them. In this sense, it is reminiscent of the prior-free information complexity
definition of [10]. Roughly speaking, if X has little entropy, we don’t care; if X has more
than t(n) bits of entropy, we want the reduction to reveal at most t(n) of it.
3 The distribution is given by picking any xN 6∈ L and any xY ∈ L, and taking the equal convex
combination of the distributions sampled by R(xN ) and R(xY ).
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Whereas Harnik and Naor showed that instance compression can be used to construct
other cryptographic primitives from one-way functions, we investigate the possibility of
using compression or information loss to construct one-way functions from simpler hardness
properties. Some results along these lines are already known, or are implicit in prior work: (1)
Drucker [12] showed that the existence of certain kinds of compression for a language L implies
that L has a statistical zero-knowledge proof.4 Together with a result of Ostrovsky [25],
this implies that if such a language is average-case hard, then one-way functions exist; (2)
Replacing average-case with worst-case hardness in the above gives us auxiliary input one-way
functions, a weaker object [26]; (3) on the other hand, if the reduction is a randomized
encoding, then replacing average-case with worst-case hardness in the above gives us one-way
functions [5].
We demonstrate a number of other similar sufficient conditions to elevate worst-case
hardness to one-way functions. To give the reader a taste of what is to come, one of our
results is a way to achieve the best of (1), (2) and (3) above, showing how to elevate worst-case
hardness of L into one-way functions if L has a lossy reduction to L′.
I Informal Theorem 1.1. Suppose there is a perfect reduction from L to L′ that is O(logn)-
lossy on n-bit inputs. If L is worst-case hard, then One-Way Functions exist.
The above follows as a corollary to Informal Theorem 1.4 described later. As noted
earlier, randomized encodings may be seen roughly as a 1-lossy reduction from L to some
problem L′, and the worst-case hardness of a problem that has randomized encodings implies
the existence of a one-way function. The above theorem says that it is in fact sufficient for
the reduction to be O(logn)-lossy (rather than 1-lossy) for this conclusion to hold, if it has
the additional property that it does not make any errors – that is, a YES instance of L is
never mapped to a NO instance of L′, and also the other way round. This may also be
interpreted as saying that the implication to OWFs for randomized encodings still holds if
the privacy guarantee of the encodings is much weaker, as long as the correctness is perfect.
f -Reductions and OWFs. Our main theorems are about the implications of lossy reductions
for the composition of a simple Boolean function with membership in a language. Let
f = {fn} denote a family of (partial) Boolean functions, where for some polynomial m, the
function fn takes m(n) bits as input. We denote by f ◦ L the composition of f with L –
on m(n) inputs x1, . . . , xm(n) ∈ {0, 1}n, this function is computed as f(L(x1), . . . , L(xm(n))).
We refer to a reduction from f ◦ L to some problem as an f -reduction of L.
Such f -reductions that are also compressing (in terms of bit length) have been the
subject of considerable past work in the study of parametrized complexity [18, 9, 14, 13] (see
also further references in [13]), especially for simple functions f like AND and OR. Most
relevant to our work are the results of Drucker [13], who showed that if there is a sufficiently
compressing reduction from ORm ◦ L to any problem L′, then L is contained in SZK (where
m is some polynomial and ORm is the family of OR function on m(n) inputs). As noted
earlier, this implied membership in SZK lets us lift the average-case hardness of L to a
one-way function, or its worst-case hardness to an auxiliary-input OWF.
Our starting point is the observation that Drucker’s proofs still work if the reduction
were just lossy and not necessarily compressing. We prove the following theorems that show
three different sufficient conditions for lossy reductions to be useful in lifting worst-case
4 Drucker’s results were stated for the stronger notion of compression in terms of bit-length, but his
proofs imply the same results for notion of lossy reductions as well.
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hardness directly to one-way functions. Each of the three imply OWFs along different paths,
as described briefly below. These paths and the pointers to the relevant parts of the paper
are presented in Figure 1.
I Informal Theorem 1.2. Suppose, for some polynomial m, and promise problem L, there
is a reduction from ORm ◦ L to L that is (m(n)/100)-lossy on (n ·m(n))-bit inputs. If L is
worst-case hard, then One-Way Functions exist.
We prove this by first showing that Drucker’s techniques actually imply a certain kind of
worst-case to average-case reduction to L′. And if L is worst-case hard, then this reduction
lets us conclude that L′ is one-sided average-case hard, a notion explained later in this section.
Thus, if L′ is L itself, then it is both contained in SZK and is one-sided average-case hard.
Finally, we show that the existence of any such problem implies the existence of a OWF.
The next theorem we prove is that a similarly lossy Majority-reduction for L by itself lets
us lift the worst-case hardness of L to a OWF, without worrying about what it reduces to.
I Informal Theorem 1.3. Suppose, for some polynomial m, and promise problem L, there
is a reduction from MAJm ◦ L to some problem that is (m(n)/100)-lossy on (n ·m(n))-bit
inputs. If L is also worst-case hard, then One-Way Functions exist.
In this case, we extend Drucker’s techniques to show that such a reduction from MAJm ◦L
implies a two-sided average-case reduction from L to some problem L′ – where the YES
and NO parts of the distribution over instances of L′ that L is reduced to can be sampled
separately. In different terms, this implies that L has statistical randomized encodings, and
the conclusion follows from the fact that the worst-case hardness of a problem that has
randomized encodings implies one-way functions [5].
Finally, the following theorem says that we can make do with ORm-reductions that are
not as lossy as before – only O(m(n) logn)-lossy instead of m(n)/100 – if the reduction is
perfect, meaning that it never maps YES instances of ORm ◦ L to NO instances of L′, and
also the other way. Note that a reduction that is Ω(m(n) logn)-lossy could still preserve
some information about all of its m(n) inputs – for instance, whether each xi is a YES or
NO instance of L, etc..
I Informal Theorem 1.4. Suppose, for some polynomial m, and promise problems L and L′,
there is a perfect reduction from ORm ◦ L to L′ that is O(m(n) logn)-lossy on (n ·m(n))-bit
inputs. If L is worst-case hard, then One-Way Functions exist.
We prove this by showing that a perfect reduction from ORm ◦ L implies a one-sided
average-case reduction that is perfect in the sense that the NO and YES distributions that
are generated by the reduction are disjoint. On the other hand, the hardness that is implied
by the reduction is quite weak due to it not being lossy enough – it only says that the NO
distribution is no better than (1 − 1/poly(n))-distinguishable from the YES distribution
for a given algorithm. However, the perfectness lets us show that the sampler for the NO
distribution itself is a weak one-way function (with the input as its random string).
Collision-Resistance from Compression. Finally, we show that compressing reductions – a
strong form of lossy reductions where the output length is smaller than the input length –
can be used to lift one-sided average-case hardness to collision-resistant hash functions.
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I Informal Theorem 1.5. Suppose, for some polynomial m, and promise problem L, there
is a perfect reduction from ORm ◦ L to some problem that compresses (n ·m(n))-bit inputs
to m(n)/100 bits. If L is also one-sided average-case hard with perfect sampling5, then
Collision-Resistant Hash Functions exist.
Our construction builds directly on the construction of collision-resistant hash functions
from homomorphic commitments by Ishai et al [21]. In our construction, the keys of the
hash function for hashing strings of length m correspond to a set of 2m instances (grouped
into m pairs) sampled from the NO distribution. Each bit of an input x is used to select an
instance from the corresponding pair, and the hash function is computed by running the
compressing OR-reduction on this set.
The construction in [21] may be seen to use essentially the same approach, where instead
of using a compressing OR-reduction for a hard problem, they use the homomorphism of a
commitment scheme. The security of the commitment scheme there is the analogue of the
one-sided average-case hardness of L, and our observation is that, while homomorphism is one
way to compress (XOR-compression in their case), it is not necessary, and any compressing
OR-reduction is sufficient to use with the construction.
One-Sided Average-Case Hardness. In the process of studying the implications of OR-
compression of a problem to itself, we introduce the notion of one-sided average-case hardness,
which we describe next. Recall that the worst-case hardness of a problem L says that for any
polynomial-time algorithm A that attempts to decide L, there exists some input x on which
it is wrong. Perhaps the simplest notion of average-case hardness flips the quantifiers here
and says that there exists a (samplable) distribution over inputs such that any algorithm
fails to decide L with large advantage when inputs are sampled from this distribution.
A stronger notion of average-case hardness that we call two-sided average-case hardness
(and one that directly relates to one-way functions), says that there are two (samplable)
distributions, one over the just the YES instances of L and another over just the NO instances,
such that no algorithm A can distinguish between them. One-sided average-case hardness
is a notion between this and worst-case hardness, and says that there exists one samplable
distribution N over (mostly) NO instances such that for any algorithm A, there exists a
distribution YA over (mostly) YES instances such that A cannot distinguish between N
and YA.
One-sided average-case hardness implies worst-case hardness, is implied by two-sided
average-case hardness, and does not seem to be related in this manner to plain average-case
hardness. Ostrovsky [25] proved that plain average-case hardness of a problem in SZK implies
OWFs. We prove the following theorem that, to our knowledge, is incomparable to it.
I Informal Theorem 1.6. If there is a problem in SZK that is one-sided average-case hard,
then One-Way Functions exist.
The theorem is proven using a reduction to (the complement of) the Statistical Difference
problem that is complete for SZK [27]. We also show that the existence of an analogous
notion of worst-case to average-case reduction – called one-sided average-case reduction –
from a problem L to any other problem implies that L is contained in SZK. Thus, along with
the worst-case hardness of L, they imply auxiliary-input OWFs analogous to how two-sided
average-case hardness implies OWFs. Such reductions are closely related to the notion of
semi-private randomized encodings [4].
5 The perfect sampling condition implies that the YES and NO distributions that come up in the definition
of the hardness are contained completely within the YES and NO parts of the problem.
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Redn of
ORm ◦ L to L
t < m/100
Perfect redn of
MAJm ◦ L to L′
t = O(m logn)
Perfect redn of
ORm ◦ L to L′
t = O(m logn)
Redn of
MAJm ◦ L to L′
t < m/100
Perfect redn of
L to L′
t = O(logn)
L ∈ SZK L one-sidedavg-case hard
L′ weak one-sided
avg-case hard w.
perfect sampling
L′ two-sided
avg-case hard
OWFauxiliary-inputOWF
[13]
[26] Theorem 15 Lemma 6
[15, 23]
also [5]
Lemma 23 Lemma 24Lemma 22
Figure 1 The many paths to One-Way Functions. L and L′ are promise problems. The solid
arrows denote implications, and the dashed arrows denote implication conditioned on the worst-case
hardness of L. In all cases, m and t are polynomials in n, and the reductions lose all but t(n) bits
of information on a set of m(n) inputs of size n – that is, t-lossy according to Definition 21 (when
reducing L to L′, m(n) is set to 1).
1.1 Notation
We will always deal with promise problems and partial functions rather than languages and
total functions, as these come up naturally in our discussions, and are also more general.
Given a promise problem L, we denote by LY and LN the corresponding sets of YES and NO
inputs. Abusing notation, we also denote by L the partial function indicating membership
in this promise problem. In the other direction, note that any partial Boolean function
f : {0, 1,⊥}n → {0, 1,⊥} has a corresponding promise problem, which we also sometimes
denote by f . The symbol ⊥ is set to be the output of a partial function on an input on
which it is otherwise undefined. In general, we take US to be the random variable distributed
uniformly over the set S, where S is clear from context we simply write U .
Random variables are capitalized (X), and algorithms are sans serif (A). A(X) denotes
the random variable resulting from sampling x according to X and running A on it. H(X) is
the Shannon entropy of X, and I (X;Y ) is the mutual information between X and Y . We
take ∆(X;Y ) to denote the total variation distance between X and Y .
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Unless otherwise specified, all algorithms in our work are non-uniform, and assumptions
and claims of hardness are also against non-uniform algorithms. Further, we always use
notions of hardness that are strong in the following sense – when we say, for instance, that a
problem L is hard against polynomial-time algorithms, we mean that for any polynomial-time
algorithm A, there is an nA ∈ Z such that for any n ≥ nA, the algorithm A fails to decide L
correctly on some instance of size n. This is to be contrasted against the more standard notion
of hardness, infinitely-often hardness, which would say that there is an infinite sequence of
n’s such that A fails to decide L on some instance of size n. All of our lemmas and theorems,
however, may also be stated in terms of infinitely-often hardness and follow from the same
proofs, resulting in infinitely-often cryptographic objects as well.
1.2 Outline of the Paper
In Section 2, we define the various kinds of computational hardness that we will be using, the
corresponding reductions, and some lemmas relating the reductions, the hardness, and one-way
functions. In Section 3, we prove define the class SZK and prove that one-sided average-case
hardness in SZK implies one-way functions, and some associated lemmas. In Section 4,
we define our notion of lossy reductions, and prove that certain kinds of lossy reductions
along with worst-case hardness imply one-way functions. In Section 5, we prove that one-
sided average-case hardness and OR-compressing reductions imply collision-resistance hash
functions.
2 Computational Hardness
In this section, we define the various kinds of computational hardness of promise problems
that we will be employing in later discussions, and also different kinds of reductions between
problems that have implications for such hardness. The proofs of the lemmas in this section
are in Appendix A. We start by defining the weakest and simplest form of hardness.
I Definition 1 (Worst-Case Hardness). A problem L is worst-case hard if, for any polynomial-
time algorithm A and all large enough n, there is an input x ∈ (LY ∪LN )∩ {0, 1}n such that
Pr [A(x) = L(x)] < 2/3.
Worst-case hardness says that for any algorithm A (and large enough instance size n),
there is an input x on which it is wrong. We next define perhaps the simplest form of average-
case hardness, which mostly just swaps these quantifiers. It says that there is a distribution
over inputs x such that any algorithm A is wrong on average over this distribution.
I Definition 2 (Average-Case Hardness). A problem L is average-case hard if there is a
polynomial-time sampling algorithm D such that:
D mostly samples instances from LY and LN . That is, for all large enough n,
Pr
x←D(1n)
[x 6∈ LY ∪ LN ] ≤ 0.1
The membership in L of most instances drawn from D is hard to decide. That is, for any
polynomial-time algorithm A, for all large enough n,
Pr
x←D(1n)
[A(x) = L(x) ∨ L(x) = ⊥] ≤ 12 + 0.15
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Note that the constant 2/3 in Definition 1 is somewhat arbitrary – if there is an algorithm
A that does in fact decide L in the worst-case with success probability bounded away from 1/2
for all n, this can be amplified by repetition to get an algorithm A′ with success probability
close to 1.
In Definition 2, however, the constants are not arbitrary, at least in this straighforward
sense. There are known hardness amplification theorems (see [6, Chapter 19]) that can take
a problem L that is somewhat average-case hard as above, and obtain another problem L′
and a distribution under which L′ is much harder, but these do not say that L itself is any
harder than initially supposed. Our choice of the constants we use in our definitions are such
that the hardness is mild enough to be implied by the hypotheses that we later start with,
and are yet strong enough to have interesting implications for cryptography, as shown by our
theorems.
We next define a stronger and natural notion of average-case hardness that is known to
be closely related to One-Way Functions. It separates the hard distribution into YES and
NO parts, and asks that each of these parts be efficiently samplable.
I Definition 3 (Two-Sided Average-Case Hardness). A problem L is two-sided average-case
hard if there are two polynomial-time sampling algorithms Y and N such that:
Y and N mostly sample instances from LY and LN , respectively. That is, for all large
enough n,
Pr
x←Y(1n)
[x 6∈ LY ] ≤ 0.1
Pr
x←N(1n)
[x 6∈ LN ] ≤ 0.1
The outputs of Y and N are computationally indistinguishable. That is, for any polynomial-
time algorithm A, for all large enough n,∣∣∣∣ Prx←Y(1n) [A(x) = 1]− Prx←N(1n) [A(x) = 1]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 0.3
It is known that any two-sided average-case hard problem implies the existence of a
One-Way Function. This follows from the fact that such hardness implies the existence
of a family of statistically far distributions that are computationally indistinguishable (N
and Y). Goldreich [15] showed that this is equivalent to the existence of OWFs if the
indistinguishability was with negligible advantage, and this was later extended by Naor
and Rothblum [23] to hold for weaker indistinguishability that covers the constants used
above (see [8] for an alternative proof), leading to the following lemma. A theorem that is
roughly equivalent to the combination of Lemmas 4 and 9 was also proven by Applebaum
and Raykov [5].
I Lemma 4. There is a problem that is two-sided average-case hard if and only if One-Way
Functions exist.
Further, note that the existence of a OWF also implies (as can be seen by the PRG that
can be constructed from it) that there is some language that is two-sided average-case hard,
but with much stronger guarantees – with negligible functions (in n) in place of the constants
0.1 and 0.3 in Definition 3. In this sense, for the purposes of its relevance to cryptography,
the constants in the definition above are also somewhat arbitrary.
Finally, we introduce a notion of average-case hardness that is intermediate between
worst-case and two-sided average-case hardness and, to our knowledge, is incomparable to
plain average-case hardness. Recall that average-case hardness was obtained by swapping
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the quantifiers in worst-case hardness, and two-sided average-case hardness then came out
of separating and fixing the YES and NO parts. The following definition fixes just the NO
distribution, and requires that for any algorithm A, there exists some YES distribution that
it cannot distinguish from this fixed NO distribution.
I Definition 5 (One-Sided Average-Case Hardness). A problem L is one-sided average-case
hard if there is a polynomial-time sampling algorithm N such that:
N mostly samples instances from LN . That is, for all large enough n,
Pr
x←N(1n)
[x 6∈ LN ] ≤ 0.1
For any polynomial-time algorithm, there is some distribution that is mostly over LY that
it cannot distinguish from the output of N. That is, for every polynomial-time algorithm
A, there is a (possibly inefficient) sampler YA such that:
YA mostly samples instances from LY . That is, for all large enough n,
Pr
x←YA(1n)
[x 6∈ LY ] ≤ 0.1
The outputs of N and YA are indistinguishable to A. That is, for all large enough n,∣∣∣∣ Prx←N(1n) [A(x) = 1]− Prx←YA(1n) [A(x) = 1]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 0.3
We say that the hardness is strong if the distinguishing advantage is negligible in n, and
weak if it is only required to be less than (1− 1/nc) for some constant c. We say that L is
one-sided average-case hard with perfect sampling if N and YA only output samples in LN
and LY , respectively.
This kind of hardness turns out to be somewhat related to a weaker kind of OWF called
auxiliary-input OWF – see Corollary 17. We do not know how to amplify this kind of
hardness, so the choice of constants in its definition is not arbitrary.
We consider separately the weak one-sided average-case hardness with perfect sampling,
which requires that the YES and NO distribution be contained completely within the respect-
ive parts of the problem, but places a much weaker requirement on their indistinguishability.
This variant implies the existence of OWFs, though following an approach different from
that taken in Lemma 4.
I Lemma 6. If there is a problem that is weak one-sided average-case hard with perfect
sampling, then One-Way Functions exist.
2.1 Reductions
Reductions relate the complexities of different problems, and while there are more involved
forms of reductions that still do so, in our work we will be using the simple notion of Karp
reductions. Roughly, a Karp reduction from L to L′ takes an instance x and produces an
instance x′ whose membership in L′ is completely determined by that of x in L. Later
definitions below also ask for some additional properties.
I Definition 7 (Karp Reduction). A polynomial-time algorithm R is a Karp reduction from
a problem L to a problem L′ if for all large enough n:
x ∈ LY ∩ {0, 1}n =⇒ Pr [R(x) ∈ L′Y ] ≥ 0.9
x ∈ LN ∩ {0, 1}n =⇒ Pr [R(x) ∈ L′N ] ≥ 0.9
In this case, L is said to reduce to L′. If the above probabilities are both 1, then A is said to
be a perfect Karp reduction.
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A worst-case reduction like the one above from L to L′ allows us to conclude that L′ is
worst-case hard if L is worst-case hard. Throughout the rest of this work, we will be drawing
conclusions about the two-sided and one-sided average-case hardness of L′ that follow from
analogous notions of worst-to-average-case reductions defined below.
I Definition 8 (Two-Sided Average-Case Karp Reduction). A polynomial-time algorithm R is
a two-sided average-case Karp reduction from a problem L to a problem L′ if there are two
polynomial-time samplers Y and N such that the following hold for all large enough n:
Y and N mostly sample instances from L′Y and L′N , respectively. That is,
Pr
x←Y(1n)
[x 6∈ L′Y ] ≤ 0.1
Pr
x←N(1n)
[x 6∈ L′N ] ≤ 0.1
For any x ∈ LN ∩ {0, 1}n, the output of R(x) is close to that of N(1n). That is, for such
x,
∆ (R(x);N(1n)) ≤ 0.1
For any x ∈ LY ∩ {0, 1}n, the output of R(x) is close to that of Y(1n). That is, for such
x,
∆ (R(x);Y(1n)) ≤ 0.1
A two-sided average-case reduction from L to L′ allows us to conclude that L′ is two-sided
average-case hard if L is worst-case hard.
I Lemma 9. Suppose there is a two-sided average-case Karp reduction from a language L to
a language L′, and L is worst-case hard. Then, L′ is two-sided average-case hard.
Finally, we define one-sided average-case reductions, which similarly relate one-sided
average-case hardness to worst-case hardness.
I Definition 10 (One-Sided Average-Case Karp Reduction). A polynomial-time algorithm R
is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction from a problem L to a problem L′ if there is a
polynomial-time sampler N such that the following hold for all large enough n:
N mostly samples instances from L′N . That is,
Pr
x←N(1n)
[x 6∈ L′N ] ≤ 0.1
For any x ∈ LN ∩ {0, 1}n, the output of R(x) is close to that of N(1n). That is, for such
x,
∆ (R(x);N(1n)) ≤ 0.1
For any x ∈ LY ∩ {0, 1}n, the output of R(x) is mostly contained in L′Y . That is, for
such x,
Pr
x′←R(x)
[x′ /∈ L′Y ] ≤ 0.1
The reduction is said to be strong if for any x ∈ LN ∩{0, 1}n, the distance ∆ (R(x);N(1n))
is negligible in n, and is weak if this is at most 1− 1/nc for some constant c. The reduction
is said to have perfect sampling if the probability that the outputs of N or R(x) when x ∈ LY
are not in L′N and L′Y , respectively, are 0.
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I Lemma 11. Suppose there is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction from a language L
to a language L′, and L is worst-case hard. Then, L′ is one-sided average-case hard. Further,
if the reduction is weak and has perfect sampling, then the hardness is also weak and has
perfect sampling.
3 Statistical Zero Knowledge
One of the paths we take to showing the existence of OWFs is through a one-sided average-case
hard problem that also has a statistical zero-knowledge proof. The class SZK of problems
that have statistical zero-knowledge proofs has been widely studied in the past, partly owing
to its connections to cryptography (see [29] and discussions and references therein). Due to
a completeness theorem of Sahai and Vadhan [27], we may equivalently define this class in
the following manner that is more convenient for us.
I Definition 12 (Statistical Zero Knowledge [27]). Statistical Zero Knowledge (SZK) is the
class of promise problems which have a perfect Karp reduction to the Statistical Difference
problem (SD), which is defined over pairs of circuits (C0, C1), as follows:
SDY = {(C0, C1) | ∆(C0(U));C1(U))) > 2/3}
SDN = {(C0, C1) | ∆(C0(U));C1(U))) < 1/3}
where n is the output length of both C0 and C1, and the U ’s above represent uniform
distributions over the appropriate input domains.
We will also use the following two results regarding SZK.
I Lemma 13 (Polarization [27]). There exists an efficient procedure Polarize that when given
two circuits C0, C1 and a parameter 1λ as input outputs C ′0, C ′1 such that
If ∆(C0(U);C1(U)) > 2/3, then ∆(C ′0(U);C ′1(U)) > 1− 2−λ.
If ∆(C0(U);C1(U)) < 1/3, then ∆(C0(U);C1(U)) < 2−λ.
I Theorem 14 (SZK closed under complement [24]). If Π = (ΠY ,ΠN ) ∈ SZK, then Π =
(ΠY ,ΠN ) ∈ SZK where ΠY = ΠN and ΠN = ΠY .
As noted in Lemma 4, two-sided average-case hardness of any problem implies the
existence of OWFs. Ostrovsky [25] showed that plain average-case hardness of any problem in
SZK also implies the existence of OWFs. Furthermore, Ostrovsky and Wigderson [26] observe
that the worst-case hardness of any problem in SZK implies the existence of auxiliary-input
one-way functions.6 We show the following incomparable theorem.
I Theorem 15. If there is a problem in SZK that is one-sided average-case hard, then
One-Way Functions exist.
6 Roughly, auxiliary-input one-way functions (against non-uniform adversaries) exist if there is polynomial
p such that for every family of poly size circuits, {An}n∈N there is family of circuits of size p(n), {Fn}n∈N,
such that An fails to invert Fn when given a description of Fn as an auxiliary input. Contrast this with
the notion of non-uniform one-way functions we use throughout: a (fixed) family of poly-sized circuits,
{Fn}n∈N is a non-uniform one-way function if for any poly-sized circuit family {Fn} is hard to invert.
So far as we know, the latter is strictly stronger. Interestingly however, if one is concerned with security
against uniform adversaries, the quantifiers can be switched via diagonalization arguments and the two
notions are equivalent.
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Proof. We show that such hardness implies the existence of two samplable distributions that
are α-statistically far but β-computationally indistinguishable, where there is a noticeable
gap between α and β. (Here, we will take α = 4/5− negl(n) and β = 3/4.) The rest follows
from the results of Goldreich and Naor-Rothblum [15, 23].
The completeness of the complement of Statistical Difference(by Theorem 14) implies
that for any problem L in SZK, there is a reduction R that takes input x and outputs two
circuits that sample distributions that are far if x ∈ LN , and negligibly close if x ∈ LY . Let
L be the one-sided average-case hard problem in SZK and let N be the sampler for its fixed
NO distribution. The two distributions we want are sampled by the samplers D0 and D1
below given security parameter n:
D0(1n): Sample x ← N(1n). Compute (C0, C1) ← R(x). Compute circuits (C ′0, C ′1) ←
Polarize(1n, C0, C1). Pick random r of appropriate length and output ((C ′0, C ′1), C0(r)).
D1(1n): Same as above, but output ((C ′0, C ′1), C ′1(r)) at the end.
By definition, the event that N(1n) outputs something not in LN happens with probability
at most 1/10. By the definition of SD, conditioned on this event not happening, for any
fixed output C0, C1 we have that ∆(C0(U);C1(U)) > 2/3. If this is the case, it follows from
Lemma 13 that ∆(C ′0(U);C ′1(U)) > 1− 2−n It follows that, conditioned on this event not
happening, we have ∆(D0(1n);D1(1n)) > 1− negl(n). By standard manipulations7, we get
that ∆(D0(1n);D1(1n)) > .8− negl(n).
To see that these distributions are 3/4-computationally indistinguishable, consider any
distinguisher A for them. Suppose A has more than 3/4 advantage in distinguishing D0(1n)
from D1(1n). But then consider A′ that attempts to solve L by on input x running the
reduction,R, and polarization procedure, Polarize(1n, ·, ·) to get C ′0, C ′1, flipping a coin
b← U{0,1}, and outputting 1 if A(C ′0, C ′1, C ′b(U)) = b. If A′ is given inputs from N(1n), then
what it feeds A is identically distributed to either D0(1n) (if b = 0) or D1(1n) (if b = 1). It
follows from A’s advantage that Pr[A′(N(1n))] > 1+3/42 = .875.
On the other hand, by virtue of the fact that L is one-sided average case hard there is a
distribution YA′ which is .3-indistinguishable from N to A′. Consider A′(YA′). First of all
Pr[YA′ ∈ LY ] ≥ .9. Moreover, for any such x ∈ LY , R(x) ∈ SDN . In this case, Polarize(1n)
will output (C ′0, C ′1) such that ∆(C ′0(U);C ′1(U)) < 2−n. Therefore, with probability at least
.9, the two circuits A′ gives to A correspond to distributions with negligible distance from
one another. It follows from standard manipulations that A, regardless of efficiency, can
distinguish with probability at most .1 + negl(n). Thus, Pr[A′(YA′) = 1] ≤ 1+.152 = .575.
But then Pr[A′(NA′) = 1]− Pr[A′(YA′) = 1] > .3, which violates the assumption on YA′
following from the average-case hardness of L. J
The above theorem talks about the implication of a problem that is both one-sided hard
and is in SZK. The following lemma, which was implicitly used by Drucker [13], says that
membership of a problem in SZK is implied by the existence of any one-sided average-case
reduction from it. A stronger version of this lemma (in different terminology) was also proven
by Applebaum and Raykov [5].
I Lemma 16. If there is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction from a problem L to any
other problem, then L is in SZK.
7 For any random variables X,Y, Z and any event E, ∆(X;Y ) ∈
[Pr[Z ∈ E]∆(X|Z ∈ E;Y |Z ∈ E)± Pr[Z /∈ E]].
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Proof of Lemma 16. We show this by reduction to the Statistical Difference problem, and
appealing to its completeness of SZK and the closure of the class under complement. Suppose
R is the one-sided average-case Karp reduction and N is the canonical NO distribution
from Definition 10. The reduction is, given input x for L, to output the pair of circuits
(N(1n; ·),R(x; ·)) – each of these takes the randomness for the respective algorithm as input
and produces the corresponding output. The properties of the one-sided reduction guarantee
that if x ∈ LN , then ∆ (N(1n);R(x)) is at most 0.1, while if x ∈ LY , then this is at
least 0.9. J
Because worst-case hard languages in SZK imply auxiliary-input one-way functions [26],
the following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 16. We refer the reader to [26] for the
definition of auxiliary-input one-way functions.
I Corollary 17. If L is worst-case hard and there is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction
from L to any other problem, then auxiliary-input one-way functions exist.
Starting with a stronger hypothesis – a two-sided average-case reduction from L – we
show membership in SRE, which is the class of problems that have statistical randomized
encodings (and is a subset of SZK). We refer the reader to [5] for the definitions of randomized
encodings and this class.
I Lemma 18. If there is a two-sided average-case Karp reduction from a problem L to any
other problem, then L is in SRE.
This lemma is proven in the same way as Lemma 16, with the two fixed distributions of
the randomized encodings taken to be Y and N from the two-sided average-case reduction
(see Definition 8).
4 Lossy Reductions
In this section, we define our notions of lossy reductions, and show their implications for OWFs.
We start with a definition of what it means for a generic algorithm to lose information about
its input. All algorithms in this section are randomized and non-uniform unless specified
otherwise.
I Definition 19 (Lossy Algorithm). An algorithm C is said to t-lossy on n-bit inputs for
some n ∈ N and t ∈ R+ if, for any random variable X over {0, 1}n,
I (X;C(X)) ≤ t
Note that being t-lossy means, in a sense, that the algorithm loses (n − t(n)) bits of
information. For convenience, we overload the above terminology for the following special
cases of reductions.
I Definition 20 (Lossy Reduction). For a function t : N → R+, a Karp reduction from a
problem L to a problem L′ is said to be t-lossy if, for every n ∈ N, it is t(n)-lossy on n-bit
inputs.
For a polynomial m, consider a family f =
{
fn : {0, 1,⊥}m(n) → {0, 1,⊥}
}
of partial
functions. Define the problem f ◦ L on inputs from {0, 1}n×m(n) as the composition of f
with m(n) copies of L; that is, for x1, . . . , xm(n) ∈ {0, 1}n, define (f ◦ L)(x1, . . . , xm(n)) =
f(L(x1), . . . , L(xm(n))). We also overload the terminology for reductions from such composi-
tions as follows.
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I Definition 21 (Lossy f -Reduction). Let m : N→ N and t : N→ R+ be polynomials, and
f =
{
fn : {0, 1,⊥}m(n) → {0, 1,⊥}
}
be a family of partial functions. For a problem L, a
Karp reduction from f ◦ L to a problem L′ is said to be t-lossy if, for every n ∈ N, it is
t(n)-lossy on (n ·m(n))-bit inputs. We say in this case that L has a t-lossy f -reduction to L′.
In the last two definitions, the problem L is said to have a t-lossy self-reduction (or
self-f -reduction) if L′ is the same as L. During many of our discussions, the size parameter n
will be fixed, and when it is, we will use just t and m to denote the numbers t(n) and m(n).
We first consider the family of OR functions – for some polynomial m, the family
ORm =
{
ORn : {0, 1,⊥}m(n) → {0, 1,⊥}}
n∈N, where OR
n is a function from {0, 1,⊥}m(n)
to {0, 1,⊥} that is the Boolean OR of its inputs if they are all from {0, 1}, and is ⊥ if
any of its inputs is ⊥. Drucker [13] showed that any problem that is ORm-compressible to
O(m(n) logn) bits is contained in SZK, where his notion of compression to t bits was that
the output length of the reduction is at most t bits (similar to Definition 31). We observe
that his proof works almost as is for reductions that are lossy in the sense of Definition 21
(but that may not be compressing). We isolate the following lemma that is implicit in [13],
which will be useful for us, and state it in terms of average-case Karp reductions.
I Lemma 22. Suppose, for some polynomial m and problems L,L′, there is a reduction from
ORm ◦ L to L′. If this reduction is (m/100)-lossy and m(n) > 100 for all large enough n,
then there is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction from L to L′.
As noted above, Drucker shows membership in SZK as long as the compression (or
loss) is to O(m logn) bits, but the implication of the one-sided average-case reduction as
in Lemma 22 seems to follow only if the loss is to somewhat less than m bits. In the case
where the reduction from ORm ◦L does not make any errors, however, we can recover a weak
one-sided average-case reduction with perfect sampling even if the loss is only to O(m logn)
bits.
I Lemma 23. Suppose, for some polynomial m and problems L,L′, there is a perfect
reduction from the problem ORm ◦ L to L′. If this reduction is O(m logn)-lossy, then there
is a weak one-sided average-case Karp reduction with perfect sampling from L to L′.
Define MAJm in the same way as ORm, but with the Majority function. We extend
Drucker’s results and show the following stronger conclusion from lossy Majority-reduction
– that it implies a two-sided average-case reduction (or a randomized encoding, following
Lemma 18).
I Lemma 24. Suppose, for some polynomial m and problems L,L′, there is a reduction from
the problem MAJm ◦ L to L′. If this reduction is m/100-lossy and m(n) > 100 for all large
enough n, then there is a two-sided average-case Karp reduction from L to L′.
The proofs of these lemmas are in Appendix B.
4.1 Lossy Reductions and One-Way Functions
We now state and prove our main theorems, showing that certain lossy reductions for a
problem L can be used to lift its worst-case hardness to a One-Way Function. Each of our
three theorems is proven by following a different path, as explained in the respective proofs.
The first says that good enough lossy self-OR-reduction implies a OWF.
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I Theorem 25. Suppose, for some polynomial m and a problem L, there is a reduction from
ORm ◦ L to L that is (m/100)-lossy. If L is worst-case hard and m(n) > 100 for all large
enough n, then One-Way Functions exist.
Proof of Theorem 25. This theorem is proven by showing that the hypothesis implies that
L is both one-sided average-case hard and contained in SZK which, as seen in Section 3,
implies a OWF. The proof is as follows:
Lemma 22 implies that there is a one-sided average-case reduction from L to itself.
Lemma 16 and the one-sided reduction imply that L ∈ SZK.
Together with the worst-case hardness of L and the one-sided reduction, Lemma 11
implies that L is one-sided average-case hard.
Theorem 15, along with the above two conclusions, implies that OWFs exist. J
Our second theorem uses an incomparable hypothesis – that there is a lossy MAJ-reduction,
but not necessarily to L itself.
I Theorem 26. Suppose, for some polynomial m and a problem L, there is a reduction from
MAJm ◦ L to some problem that is (m/100)-lossy. If L is worst-case hard and m(n) > 100
for all large enough n, then One-Way Functions exist.
Proof of Theorem 26. This theorem is proven by showing that such a reduction implies the
existence of a two-sided average-case reduction from L, and using this to go from worst-case
hardness of L to OWFs. Suppose the reduction is to a problem L′. The proof is as follows:
Lemma 24 implies that there is a two-sided average-case reduction from L to L′.
Together with the worst-case hardness of L and the two-sided reduction, Lemma 9 implies
that L′ is two-sided average-case hard.
Lemma 4, along with the above two-sided hardness, implies that OWFs exist. J
The third theorem also uses a hypothesis incomparable to the other two – it assumes
that the lossy reduction is perfect, but works even if the loss is to more bits than the number
of instances it takes as input.
I Theorem 27. Suppose, for a polynomial m and a problem L, there is a perfect reduction
from ORm ◦ L to some problem that is O(m logn)-lossy. If L is also worst-case hard, then
One-Way Functions exist.
We draw the following interesting corollaries of this theorem, both of which follow from a
direct implication of lossy perfect OR-reduction by their respective hypotheses. The first is
a statement along the lines of Lemma 4, but incomparable to it. Lemma 4 may be rephrased
as saying that a 1-lossy reduction from a worst-case hard language implies OWFs, and
Corollary 28 relaxes the requirement to O(logn)-lossiness, but requires the reduction to be
perfect.
I Corollary 28. Suppose there is a perfect reduction from a problem L to another problem
that is O(logn)-lossy. If L is also worst-case hard, then One-Way Functions exist.
The second corollary is the analogue of Theorem 27 for Majority reductions.
I Corollary 29. Suppose, for a polynomial m and a problem L, there is a perfect reduction
from MAJm ◦ L to some problem that is O(m logn)-lossy. If L is also worst-case hard, then
One-Way Functions exist.
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Proof of Theorem 27. This theorem is proven by showing that a perfect lossy OR-reduction
leads to a weak one-sided average-case reduction with perfect sampling, which along with
worst-case hardness leads to OWFs. Suppose the reduction is to a problem L′. The proof is
as follows:
Lemma 23 implies that there is a weak one-sided average-case reduction from L to L′
with perfect sampling.
Together with the worst-case hardness of L and the above reduction, Lemma 11 implies
that L′ is weak one-sided average-case hard with perfect sampling.
Lemma 6, along with the above hardness, implies that OWFs exist. J
5 Collision Resistance
In this section, we show that that one-sided average-case hardness of a language L combined
with compressiblility of ORm ◦L (in the standard sense of compressed output length), implies
the existence of collision-resistant hash functions.
The reduction builds directly on the construction of collision-resistant hash functions
from homomorphic encryption due to Ishai, Kushilevitz, and Ostrovsky [21] (more generally,
from any one-round private information retrieval (PIR) protocol, or homomorphic one-way
commitments). Indeed, these cryptographic notions can be viewed precisely as providing
compressing reductions for related languages whose average-case hardness is implied by
security: e.g., additively homomorphic encryption corresponds directly to self-compression
from (XORm ◦ L) to L, for the (average-case hard) language L where LY is the set of
ciphertexts encrypting the bit 1, and LN is the set of ciphertexts of 0.
We begin by formally defining collision-resistant hash function families and the required
form of output-length compression.
I Definition 30. Collision-resistant hash functions exist if there exist `, `′ : N → N with
`(n) > `′(n), an index set I ⊆ {0, 1}∗, and probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms of the
form:
Gen(1n), which outputs an index s ∈ I,
Eval(s, y), which given index s ∈ I and input y ∈ {0, 1}`(n), outputs hs(y) ∈ {0, 1}`′(n),
for which finding collisions is computationally hard. That is, for every polynomial-time
(non-uniform) A, there exists a negligible function ν for which
Pr
s←Gen(1n)
(y,y′)←A(s)
[(y 6= y′) ∧ (Eval(s, y) = Eval(s, y′))] ≤ ν(n).
I Definition 31 (Compressing Reduction). An algorithm C is said to compress n-bit inputs
to t bits for some n, t ∈ N if for any x ∈ {0, 1}n the output bit length is |C(x)| ≤ t.
For a function t : N→ N, a Karp reduction from a problem L to a problem L′ is said to
t-compressing if, for every n ∈ N, it is t(n)-compressing on n-bit inputs.
We now present the main theorem of the section. Note for simplicity, we present the
reduction with respect to a perfect compressing reduction of ORm ◦ L (see Definition 7), as
well as assuming perfect sampling for the one-sided average-case hard language L (that is,
for any polynomial-time A, the probability that the outputs of N or YA are not in LN and
LY , respectively, are set to 0).
I Theorem 32. Suppose, for some polynomial m and a problem L, there is a perfect reduction
from ORm ◦ L to L′ that compresses to m/100 bits. If L is strongly one-sided average-case
hard with perfect sampling and m(n) > 100 for all large enough n, then Collision-Resistant
Hash Functions exist.
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Recall that existence of a compressing reduction from (MAJ2m+1 ◦ L) to L′, or from
(ANDm ◦ L) to L′, each directly imply equivalent compressing reduction from (ORm ◦ L) to
L′, up to constant factors of compression. This yields the following corollary.
I Corollary 33. The following variations of Theorem 32 additionally hold. Let m be polyno-
mial and L a problem. Then collision-resistant hash functions exist assuming existence of a
compressing reduction of the following corresponding kinds (to m/100 bits), in addition to
the specified hardness requirements on L:
1. If there is a compressing reduction from MAJm ◦ L to L′ and L is strongly one-sided
average-case hard with perfect sampling.
2. If there is a compressing reduction from ANDm ◦ L to L′ and the complement language
coL is strongly one-sided average-case hard with perfect sampling.
At a high level, the construction mirrors the approach of [21], as follows. Each hash
function in the family will be keyed by a collection s of 2m randomly sampled no-instances of
L (via N). The corresponding hash function Eval(s, ·) takes as input a bit-string y ∈ {0, 1}m,
and outputs the m/100-bit instance of L′ generated by applying the compressing reduction
on the (ORm ◦ L) instance defined by the m no-instances selected by the bits of y. A
successful collision-finder can be used to gain contradictorily high advantage in deciding
L (more specifically, in distinguishing a sample of N from the (possibly inefficient) YA), by
embedding the challenge instance x into a random location i∗ ∈ [m] of the key, and seeing
whether the colliding inputs y 6= y′ differ in this index i∗. If x was sampled from N, then
the concocted key is properly distributed, independent of i∗, and thus y, y′ must differ in
position i∗ with noticeable probability. On the other hand, if x was sampled from YA, then
any (ORm ◦ L) instance containing x is a yes instance, whereas any instance not containing
x is (by construction) a no instance; by perfect correctness of the compressing reduction, it
thus cannot be the case that any two such inputs y, y′ that differ in position i∗ could collide
to an identical output in L′.
Proof of Theorem 32. Given such a pair of languages L,L′, we construct the desired
collision-resistant hash function family.
Denote by R the weakly compressing reduction from (ORm ◦ L) to L′. By one-sided
average-case hardness of L (as per Definition 5), there exists a polynomial-time sampling
algorithm N which samples instances from LN . Let `(n) = m and `′(n) = m/100 be the input
and (compressed) output length of the hash function. Consider the following algorithms.
Gen(1n): Independently sample `(n) = m instances from N. That is, for (i, b) ∈ [m] ×
{0, 1}, let xi,b ← N(1n). Output s = (xi,b)i∈[m],b∈{0,1}.
Eval(s, y): Parse s = (xi,b)i∈[m],b∈{0,1} and y = (y1, . . . , ym) ∈ {0, 1}m. Output the
R-compression of the ORm ◦ L instance selected by y. That is, output R
(
(xi,yi)i∈[`]
) ∈
{0, 1}m/100.
We prove that the above constitutes a collision-resistant hash function family, by showing
that any successful collision finder would violate one-sided average-case hardness of L.
Suppose there exists a (non-uniform) polynomial-time algorithm A for which
Pr
s←Gen(1n)
(y,y′)←A(s)
[(y 6= y′) ∧ (Eval(s, y) = Eval(s, y′))] = .
Consider the following associated algorithm A′, which receives as input a bit string x ∈ {0, 1}n
and outputs a bit (corresponding to a prediction for x ∈ LY or LN ). Intuitively, A′ embeds
the input x into a random index of the hash function description, runs the collision-finder A,
and outputs 1 if A successfully finds a collision which differs in the embedded index.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm A′(x).
1. Select a random index (i∗, b∗)← [m]× {0, 1}; let xi∗,b∗ := x.
For every (i, b) 6= (i∗, b∗), sample xi,b ← N. Set s = (xi,b)i∈[m],b∈{0,1}.
2. Execute (y, y′)← A(s).
3. If it holds that: (1) y 6= y′, (2) Eval(s, y) = Eval(s, y′), and (3) yi∗ 6= y′i∗ , then output 1.
Else, output a randomly selected bit c← {0, 1}.
By the strong one-sided average-case hardness of L, there exists a negligible function ν′
and (possibly inefficient) sampler algorithm YA′ corresponding to A′, for which∣∣∣∣ Prx←N(1n) [A′(x) = 1]− Prx←YA′ (1n) [A′(x) = 1]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ν′(n). (1)
Claim 1: Prx←N(1n) [A′(x) = 1] ≥ /m. Given x← N(1n), the value of s as generated by
A′ is identically distributed to that of Gen(1n), independent of the selected choice of i∗ ∈ [m].
This implies that
Pr
x←N(1n)
[A′(x) = 1] = Pr
s←Gen(1n)
(y,y′)←A(s)
[(y 6= y′) ∧ (Eval(s, y) = Eval(s, y′)) ∧ (yi∗ 6= y′i∗)]
≥ Pr
s←Gen(1n)
(y,y′)←A(s)
[(y 6= y′) ∧ (Eval(s, y) = Eval(s, y′))] · 1
m
= 
m
.
Claim 2: Prx←YA′ (1n) [A′(x) = 1] = 0. Assuming perfect correctness Prx←YA′ [x ∈ LY ] = 1
and Prx←N [x ∈ LN ] = 1, then the embedded instance satisfies xi∗,b∗ ∈ LY , whereas the
ambient instances are in xi,b ∈ LN for (i, b) 6= (i∗, b∗). This means for any y, y′ ∈ {0, 1}m
in which yi∗ 6= y′i∗ , the corresponding selected ORm ◦ L instances necessarily disagree:
(xi,yi)i∈[m] ∈ (ORm ◦ L)Y and (xi,y′i)i∈[m] ∈ (ORm ◦ L)N , or vice versa. However, by perfect
correctness of the compression algorithm R, this implies R((xi,yi)i∈[m]) 6= R((xi,y′i)i∈[m]).
Thus, for any y, y′ ∈ {0, 1}m with yi∗ 6= y′i∗ , it must be the case that Eval(s, y) 6= Eval(s, y′).
Combining the two above claims together with Equation (1) implies that the collision-
finding success probability  of A must be bounded above by a negligible value. The theorem
follows. J
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A OWFs and One/Two-Sided Average-Case Hardness
In this section, we restate and prove the lemmas stated in Section 2 about average-case
hardness and reductions, and their connections to one-way functions.
A.1 Proof of Lemma 6
I Lemma 6. If there is a problem that is weak one-sided average-case hard with perfect
sampling, then One-Way Functions exist.
Proof. Let L be weak one-sided average-case hard with perfect sampling, and N the poly-time
sampling algorithm, such that there is a constant c such that for any poly-time distinguisher D
there is YD such that for almost all n, |Prr[D(N(1n; r)) = 1]−Pr[YD(1n; r) = 1]| < 1− 1/nc.
Moreover, Supp(N) ⊆ LN and Supp(Y) ⊆ LY .
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Let F be defined for output length n as Fn(x) := N(1n;x). We will show that F is a
weak-one-way function. The lemma then follows from classical results. [30, 17, 16]
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, there exists an efficient A that can invert Fn with
probability > 1− 1/nc, for infinitely many n. Then, consider the (efficient) distinguisher D
that simply checks if A was succesful. In particular, D on input x simply:
1. y ← A(x)
2. If Fn(y) = x, output 1. Otherwise, output 0.
Because A has advantage 1− 1/nc on Fn, Prr[A(N(1n; r)) = 1] > 1− 1/nc, for infinitely
many n. Now by our assumption on L, there exists YD such that |Prr[D(N(1n; r)) =
1] − Prr[D(YD(1n; r)) = 1]| < 1 − 1/nc and Supp(YD) ∩ Supp(N) = ∅, for almost all n. It
follows from the latter condition that A will never find preimages (under F) for outputs from
YD, because they don’t exist. It follows that Prr[D(YD(1n; r))] = 0.
But then, Pr[D(N) = 1] − Pr[D(YD) = 1] > 1 − 1/nc for infinitely many n, which
contradicts the weak one-sided average-case hardness of L. J
A.2 Proof of Lemma 9
I Lemma 9. Suppose there is a two-sided average-case Karp reduction from a language L to
a language L′, and L is worst-case hard. Then, L′ is two-sided average-case hard.
Let Y,N be the samplers guaranteed by the two-sided-ness of the reduction from L to
L′, R. Let Y,N denote the random variable distributed according to Y and N evaluated on
random inputs, respectively.
It suffices to show that for every efficient A, |Pr[A(Y ) = 1]− Pr[A(Y ) = 1]| ≤ 3/10 (for
almost all n).
Suppose not, and let A be a counter-example to the above in that ∆(A(Y );A(N)) > 3/10
for infinitely many n. Moreover, suppose without loss of generality that Pr[A(Y ) = 1] >
Pr[A(N) = 1]. Then define A′ to be the algorithm for L that on input x: (i) runs the
reduction to get z ← R(x), then (ii) runs b ← A(z), and finally (iii) outputs b. Let Rx
be the random variable distributed according to R(x). By definition, it is the case that
∆(Rx;Y ) ≤ 1/10 for all x ∈ LY and similarly ∆(Rx;N) ≤ 1/10 for all x ∈ LN . It follows
that ∆(A(Rx);A(N)) ≤ 1/10 for all x ∈ LY and similarly ∆(A(Rx);A(Y )) ≤ 1/10 for all
x ∈ LN .
Consequently,
x ∈ LY =⇒ Pr[A′(x) = 1] = Pr[A(Rx) = 1] ≥ Pr[A(Y ) = 1]− 1/10
x ∈ LN =⇒ Pr[A′(x) = 1] = Pr[A(Rx) = 1] ≤ Pr[A(N) = 1] + 1/10
≤ Pr[A(Y ) = 1]− 2/10.
It follows from standard amplification that L is not worst-case hard, contradicting our
assumption on L.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 11
I Lemma 11. Suppose there is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction from a language L
to a language L′, and L is worst-case hard. Then, L′ is one-sided average-case hard. Further,
if the reduction is weak and has perfect sampling, then the hardness is also weak and has
perfect sampling.
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Let R be the one-sided average-case Karp reduction from L to L′ with a corresponding
NO-instance sampler N. In order to show that L′ is one-sided average-case hard, we need to
show a NO-instance sampler for L′ and, for any polynomial-time A, a YES-distribution YA
that it cannot distinguish from it. Our NO-instance sampler will be the N from the reduction
itself, which satisfies the property that its samples are in L′N except with probability 0.1.
Given a polynomial-time algorithm A, we claim that, for all large enough n, there exists
an xy ∈ LY ∩{0, 1}n such that A cannot distinguish between R(xy) and N(1n) with advantage
more than 0.3. If this were not the case, that is, if for every x ∈ LY ∩{0, 1}n, the algorithm A
could distinguish between R(x) and N(1n) with advantage more than 0.3, then the algorithm
A′ that, on input x, estimates the probability that A(R(x)) = 1 up to error say 0.01 could be
used to decide L on all instances x ∈ (LY ∪ LN ) ∩ {0, 1}n, as for all x ∈ LN , the reduction
promises that R(x) is at most 0.1-far from N(1n). The distribution YA(1n) is simply R(xy)
for such an xy, and the reduction guarantees that R(xy) is contained in LY except with
probability 0.1, as necessary.
Note that if R is a weak one-sided average-case reduction with perfect sampling, then
for any x ∈ LY ,Pr[R(x) /∈ L′Y ] = 0, Pr[N(1n) /∈ L′N ] = 0, and there is a constant c such
that for any x ∈ LN , ∆(N(1n);R(x)) ≤ 1− n−c. Then, again, for any efficient A it follows
that ∆(A(N(1n));A(R(x))) ≤ 1− n−c, for any x ∈ LY . Now, we can modify the A′ above
to approximate Pr[A(R(x)) = 1] to within a 12nc factor. We claim, as above, that there
is some xy ∈ LY ∆(A(R(x));A(N(1n))) ≤ 1 − 14nc . If not then for every x ∈ LY ∪ LN ,
∆(A(R(x));A(N(1n))) > 1− 14nc and A′ will output such that A′(x) = L(x) with overwhelming
probability. It follows that such an xy exists and again we can take YA(1n) = R(xy). Because
x ∈ LY ,Pr[R(x) /∈ L′Y ] = 0, it follows that Pr[YA(1n) /∈ L′Y ] = 0.
B Proofs for Section 4
In this section, we restate and prove the lemmas used in Section 4. The proofs of Lemmas 22
and 23 are based on the following lemma that is implicit in [13], in particular following from
the proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Claim 7.2 there. While the statement there is in terms of the
compression (where the output length of the reduction itself is restricted to t bits), it may
be verified that the proof only uses lossiness as in Definitions 19 and 21.
I Lemma 34 ([13]). Suppose, for some polynomials m : N→ N and t : N→ R, a problem L
has a t-lossy ORm-reduction to a problem L′, and the reduction has error (n) < 0.5. Let
δ(n) = min
{√
ln 2
2 ·
t(n) + 1
m(n) , 1− 2
− t(n)
m(n)−3
}
Then, for any constant c, there are polynomial-time algorithms A and B such that:
Pr [A(1n) /∈ L′N ] ≤ 
For any x ∈ LN ∩ {0, 1}n, ∆ (A(1n);B(x)) ≤ δ(n) + n−c
For any x ∈ LY ∩ {0, 1}n, Pr [B(x) /∈ L′Y ] ≤ 
We now use this to prove the following lemmas.
I Lemma 22. Suppose, for some polynomial m and problems L,L′, there is a reduction from
ORm ◦ L to L′. If this reduction is (m/100)-lossy and m(n) > 100 for all large enough n,
then there is a one-sided average-case Karp reduction from L to L′.
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Proof of Lemma 22. The reduction from the hypothesis has error at most 0.1, and is t-lossy
for t = m/100. Applying Lemma 34 with c = 1 gives us algorithms A and B as in its
statement, with δ(n) <
√
ln 2/100 for large enough n. We get a one-sided Karp reduction
from L to L′ with the algorithm B as the reduction and A the corresponding NO-instance
sampler. J
I Lemma 23. Suppose, for some polynomial m and problems L,L′, there is a perfect
reduction from the problem ORm ◦ L to L′. If this reduction is O(m logn)-lossy, then there
is a weak one-sided average-case Karp reduction with perfect sampling from L to L′.
Proof of Lemma 23. Here, the reduction has error 0, and is t-lossy for t = c′m logn for
some constant c′. Applying Lemma 34 with c = c′ + 2, we get δ(n) = 1− 2−(c′ logn+3), which
is less than 1− 1/nc−1 for large enough n. We get a weak-perfect one-sided reduction from
L to L′ with the algorithm B as the reduction and A as the corresponding NO-instance
sampler. J
Closely along the lines of Drucker [13], we show the following analogue of Lemma 34 for
Majority reductions, and use it to prove Lemma 24. We defer the proof of this lemma to
Appendix B.1.
I Lemma 35. Suppose, for some polynomials m : N→ N and t : N→ R, a problem L has a
t-lossy MAJm-reduction to a problem L′, and the reduction has error (n) < 0.5. Let
δ(n) = min
{√
(t+ 1) ln 2
m+ 1 , 1− 2
− 2tm+2−3
}
Then, for any constant c, there are polynomial-time algorithms Y, N and R such that:
Pr [N(1n) /∈ L′N ] ≤ 
Pr [Y(1n) /∈ L′Y ] ≤ 
For any x ∈ LN ∩ {0, 1}n, ∆ (N(1n);R(x)) ≤ δ(n) + n−c
For any x ∈ LY ∩ {0, 1}n, ∆ (Y(1n);R(x)) ≤ δ(n) + n−c
I Lemma 24. Suppose, for some polynomial m and problems L,L′, there is a reduction from
the problem MAJm ◦ L to L′. If this reduction is m/100-lossy and m(n) > 100 for all large
enough n, then there is a two-sided average-case Karp reduction from L to L′.
Proof of Lemma 24. The reduction we start with has error 0.1 and is t-lossy for t = m/100
bits. Applying Lemma 35 with c = 1, we get algorithms R, Y and N with δ <
√
ln 2/100 for
all large enough n. We get a two-sided Karp reduction from L to L′ with the algorithm Y as
the YES-instance sampler, N as the NO-instance sampler, and R as the reduction. J
B.1 Proof of Lemma 35
Throughout this subsection, we will be concerned with a (possibly randomized) mapping
F : ({0, 1}n)m → {0, 1}∗ for some odd m and n ∈ N. The following notation will be useful
in our discussions. Suppose D0 and D1 are distributions over {0, 1}n. By F(Dk0 , D`1), we
denote the execution of F on m inputs, k of which are sampled from D0, and ` from D1, and
the whole set of samples is randomly permuted before being input to F. For an x ∈ {0, 1}n,
F(Dk0 , D`1, x) is similar, except along with the (k + `) samples, x is also inserted. We will use
the following concept of distributional stability that is similar to the one used by Drucker [13],
but specialised for pairs of distirbutions.
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I Definition 36. Let m,n, k ∈ N, with m = 2k + 1, and δ ∈ [0, 1]. A (possibly randomized)
mapping F : ({0, 1}n)m → {0, 1}∗ is said to be δ-distributionally stable (denoted δ-DS) over
a pair of distributions (D0, D1) over {0, 1}n if the following holds:
E
x←D0
[
∆
(
F(Dk0 , Dk1 , x);F(Dk+10 , Dk1 )
)] ≤ δ
The proof of Lemma 35 follows from the following propositions.
I Proposition 37. Let m,n, k ∈ N, and t ∈ R+, with m = 2k + 1. Any (possibly
randomized) mapping F : ({0, 1}n)m → {0, 1}∗ that is t-lossy on nm-bit inputs is δ-
distributionally stable over any pair of distributions (D0, D1) over {0, 1}n, where δ =
min
{√
(t+1) ln 2
m+1 , 1− 2−
2t
m+2−3
}
.
I Proposition 38. Let m,n, k ∈ N, with m = 2k + 1. Suppose F : ({0, 1}n)m → {0, 1}∗ is
δ-DS over all pairs of distributions over {0, 1}n. For any pair of disjoint sets S0, S1 ⊆ {0, 1}n,
any ` > 0, and any ν ∈ (0, 1), there exists a distibution K over S`0 × S`1 such that:
K is samplable in time poly(n, `, 1/ν2)
For any x ∈ S0,
E
(T0,T1)←K
[
∆
(
F(UkT0 , U
k
T1 , x);F(U
k+1
T0
, UkT1)
)] ≤ δ + 2m/`+ ν
For any x ∈ S1,
E
(T0,T1)←K
[
∆
(
F(UkT1 , U
k
T0 , x);F(U
k+1
T1
, UkT0)
)] ≤ δ + 2m/`+ ν
where UT is the uniform distribution over the multiset T .
Proof of Lemma 35. Given a reduction A from MAJm ◦ L to L′ that is t-lossy and the
constant c, we construct the algorithms Y, N, and R as required by the lemma. Fix a value
of n and, for convenience, denote m(n) and t(n) by just m (= 2k + 1) and t.
First, we apply Proposition 37 to A, which tells us that it is δ-DS over any pair of
distributions over {0, 1}n, with δ as in the statement. This lets us apply Proposition 38
taking the sets S0 and S1 to be LN ∩ {0, 1}n and LY ∩ {0, 1}n, respectively, and with
` = 4mnc and ν = 1/2nc there. Proposition 38 then gives us a samplable distribution K
over L`N × L`Y .
The algorithm N, on input 1n, samples (T0, T1) from the K obtained as above, and outputs
a sample from A(Uk+1T0 , U
k
T1
). The algorithm R is the same, except it outputs A(Uk+1T1 , U
k
T0
).
The algorithm R, on input x, similarly samples (T0, T1) and outputs A(UkT0 , U
k
T1
, x).
That the outputs of N(1n) and Y(1n) are contained in L′N except with error  follows
from the fact that T0 ⊆ LN , T1 ⊆ LY , and A has error at most .
Next, for any x ∈ LN ∩ {0, 1}n, we are interested in the following distance:
∆ (N(1n);R(x)) = ∆
(
A(Uk+1T0 , U
k
T1);A(U
k
T0 , U
k
T1 , x)
)
≤ ∆ ((T0, T1,A(Uk+1T0 , UkT1)); (T0, T1,A(UkT0 , UkT1 , x)))
= E
(T0,T1)←K
[
∆
(
A(Uk+1T0 , U
k
T1);A(U
k
T0 , U
k
T1 , x)
)]
≤ δ + 2m/`+ ν = δ + 3/4nc
where the first inequality follows from the data processing inequality, and the second from
Proposition 38. The analogous guarantee for x ∈ LY ∩ {0, 1}n and Y(1n) is shown in the
same way. This proves the lemma. J
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Proof of Proposition 37. We prove this by reduction to the simpler distributional stabil-
ity lemma proved by Drucker [13]. Recall that F(Dk+10 , Dk1 ) is computed by sampling
x1, . . . , xk+1 ← D0 and y1, . . . yk ← D1, and a random permutation pi over [2k+ 1], and then
computing the output as F(pi(x1, . . . , xk+1, y1, . . . , yk)). Alternatively, we can write this as
the random variable F (Π(X,Y )). Similarly, we can write F(Dk0 , Dk1 , x) as F(Π(x,X ′, Y ′)).
The distance we are interested in is now:
∆
(
F(Π(X,Y ));F(Π(x,X ′, Y ))
)
We split the process of sampling Π into two parts. First, we sample the part of the permutation
that maps the last k inputs (corresponding to Y ) to get an intermediate random variable Π̂,
which is uniform over the set of permutations that all map their last k inputs to the same
places, and then sample the final permutation pi from this variable. We have:
∆
(
F(Π(X,Y ));F(Π(x,X ′, Y ))
) ≤ ∆((Π̂,F(Π(X,Y ))); (Π̂,F(Π(x,X ′, Y ))))
= E
p̂i←Π̂
[
∆
(
F(Π
p̂i
(X,Y ));F(Π
p̂i
(x,X ′, Y ))
)]
where the first inequality is by the data processing inequality, and in the last expectation
ΠΠ̂ represents Π sampled conditioned on the last k inputs being mapped according to pi.
For any pi sampled from Π̂, define the mapping G
p̂i
on input (x1, . . . , xk+1) as the one
obtained by sampling (y1, . . . , yk)← Y , and running F with the yi’s in the positions assigned
by pi, and the xi’s in lexicographic order in the rest. We can now apply [13, Lemma 6.2],
which is paraphrased below, to the quantity inside the first expectation with G
p̂i
as the
mapping to get the proposition.
I Proposition 39 ([13, Lemma 6.2]). Let m,n ∈ N, and t ∈ R+. Any (possibly randomized)
mapping F : ({0, 1}n)m → {0, 1}∗ that is t-lossy on nm-bit inputs satisfies the following for
any distribution D over {0, 1}n:
E
x←D
[
∆
(
F(Dk, x);F(Dk+1)
)] ≤ δ
where δ = min
{√
ln 2
2 · t+1m , 1− 2−
t
m−3
}
.
While the lemma in [13] was stated for compression as measured by output length, it may be
verified that its proof there only uses lossiness. J
In order to prove Proposition 38, we need the following proposition that is proven in the
same way as [13, Lemma 6.3].
I Proposition 40. Suppose F is δ-DS over all pairs of distributions over {0, 1}n. For a pair
of distributions (D0, D1), denote by D̂0,` (respectively D̂1,`) the empirical distribution formed
by taking ` samples from D0 (respectively D1). (Note that these are themselves random
variables.) Then,
E
D̂0,`, D̂1,`
x← D0
[
∆
(
F(D̂k0,`, D̂k1,`, x);F(D̂k+10,` , D̂k1,`)
)]
≤ δ + 2m/`
Proof of Proposition 38. We proceed by considering the following two-player zero-sum
game:
Player 1 chooses a pair of multisets T0 ⊆ S0 and T1 ⊆ S1, both of size `
Player 2 chooses a string x ∈ S0 ∪ S1
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If x ∈ S0, Player 2 gets a payoff of ∆
(
F(UkT0 , U
k
T1
, x);F(Uk+1T0 , U
k
T1
)
)
, and if x ∈ S1, it gets
a payoff of ∆
(
F(UkT1 , U
k
T0
, x);F(Uk+1T1 , U
k
T0
)
)
The rest of the proof follows that of [13, Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5]. For any randomized
strategy of Player 2, which is a distribution X over S0 ∪S1, consider the randomized strategy
of Player 1 (T0, T1) where each element of T0 (respectively T1) is sampled from the distribution
X restricted to S0 (respectively S1), denoted X|S0 (denoted X|S1). In the case where X is
not supported in S0 (respectively S1), the set T0 is chosen arbitrarily from S0 (respectively
T1 from S1). The payoff of this strategy for Player 2 is calculated as follows:
Pr
x←X
[x ∈ S0] E
x←X|S0 ,T0,T1
[
∆
(
F(UkT0 , U
k
T1 , x);F(U
k+1
T0
, UkT1)
)]
+ Pr
x←X
[x ∈ S1] E
x←X|S1 ,T0,T1
[
∆
(
F(UkT1 , U
k
T0 , x);F(U
k+1
T1
, UkT0)
)]
Noting that the elements of T0 and T1 are sampled from X|S0 and X|S1 , respectively, and
that F is δ-DS over all pairs of distributions over {0, 1}n, Proposition 40 implies that both
the expectations above are at most δ + 2m/`.
Thus, for any strategy of Player 2, there is a strategy of Player 1 such that Player 2’s
payoff is at most δ+2m/`. By the minimax theorem, there is a randomized strategy of Player
1 – a distribution over multisets (T0, T1) – such that for every move x ∈ S0 ∪ S1 of Player 2,
its payoff is at most δ + 2m/`. Further, by the results of Lipton and Young [22, Theorem 2],
there is a randomized strategy of Player 1 that corresponds to uniformly sampling from a
set of pure strategies of size O(n/ν2) and restricts Player 2’s payoff to δ + 2m/`+ ν. This
proves the proposition. J
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